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Night and astrophotography
has many facets. One of them is
the recording of tracks that the
stars paint in the sky due to the
earth‘s redness during a long
exposure. Such long exposures
are quick and easy to make.
But how to perfect them for such
impressive images, we reveal in
this article.

Fixed focal lengths for
APS-C

Photographing
people while
traveling
Do you like to observe people
and situations, but often hesitate too long before pressing
the shutter release? Expedition
photographer and documentary filmmaker Ulla Lohmann
often travels abroad and gives
tips that help you photograph
foreign people respectfully and
take beautiful, authentic pictures.

Memory cards

Professionals rely on fixed focal lengths
for their photos. But manufacturers also
offer these lenses for entry-level cameras
with APS-C sensors. We offer a market
overview for Canon, Fujifilm, Nikon,
Pentax and Sony.

There has been a lot of change in
memory cards for photographers
in recent times. New standards
are waiting in the wings, while
others disappear after only a short
time. Our guide and practical test
explains what you need to know,
which card you need and when
less is more.

Leica Q2 Monochrome
The special one: Leica‘s Q2 Monochrome works without color filters and creates exclusively black-and-white images. We
report on how the noble compact camera performs in various
photographic disciplines and what makes it so unique.
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Using the Fujifilm X-S10 as an
example, we present what
mirrorless APS-C system cameras
have to offer photographers and
which current models can be
found in stores. We also show
the features that differentiate the
models from the various manufacturers.
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Photograph star
trails

APS-C mirrorless

Expression – Ways to
more expression in
the image
Some images attract the eye
more than others, especially
black and white gives the opportunity to direct the viewer’s gaze
over shapes and structures, to
hide or emphasize aspects. We
give playful and experimental
photo tasks that lead photographers more to their own visual
language and more expression
in the image.
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